The Gradient Portfolio Tilt Series is an actively managed and diversified set of portfolio models that correspond to varying levels of risk. Portfolio model construction begins with broad asset allocation that aligns with four different levels of risk tolerance. The portfolio is then populated with Gradient Strategic Portfolios using “tilts” that are based on the analysis of the Gradient Investment Committee. The Tilt Series will shift strategic portfolio weightings based upon market conditions and the outlook of the investment team. In addition, the overall models will be periodically rebalanced to maintain risk consistency.

PORTFOLIO ALLOCATION PROCESS

The objective of an asset allocation model is to create a portfolio that is aligned with a client’s individualized risk and return objectives. To accommodate varying levels of risk suitable for client needs, the Gradient Portfolio Tilt Series will have four separate asset allocation models:

- **Conservative:** Allocated with a greater emphasis on capital preservation and income that corresponds with approximately 25 percent risk of the stock market.
- **Balanced:** A mixture of growth and conservative assets that corresponds with approximately 50 percent risk of the stock market.
- **Moderate Growth:** Focused toward growth but incorporates bond assets that corresponds with approximately 75 percent risk of the stock market.
- **Growth:** A full stock allocation that corresponds with approximately 100 percent risk of the stock market.

By establishing portfolios that align with a specified level of risk, and diversifying within these asset classes with strategic portfolios, the Gradient Tilt Series can be suitable for a variety of investors with differing risk and return objectives.

GRADIENT PORTFOLIO TILT SERIES

For illustration purposes only. Actual allocation percentages subject to change.

GRADIENT “TILT” PROCESS

After establishing the four initial broad allocation models, the Gradient Portfolio Tilt Series adds a layer of active management by selecting the underlying strategic portfolios within these allocations. The “tilt” of the portfolios will be based on the analysis of the Gradient Investment Committee. The process will allocate greater percentages to portfolios considered “more attractive” by the committee based upon current market conditions, fundamental research and future outlook.
An investment in the Gradient Portfolio Tilt Series aligns investors with model allocations based on their individualized risk and return objectives. Each model is populated with strategic portfolios (similar to the fund of funds approach) that are subject to their own distinct investment process and actively tilted by the Gradient Investment Committee. The Tilt Series provides investors with risk adjusted models, active management and periodic model rebalancing to maintain consistent levels of risk.

An investment in the Gradient Portfolio Tilt Series aligns investors with model allocations based on their individualized risk and return objectives. Each model is populated with strategic portfolios (similar to the fund of funds approach) that are subject to their own distinct investment process and actively tilted by the Gradient Investment Committee. The Tilt Series provides investors with risk adjusted models, active management and periodic model rebalancing to maintain consistent levels of risk.

Please consult your independent investment advisor before making any investment decisions. The information herein is for informational purposes only and should not be used as the sole basis for making an investment decision. Investing involves risk including the potential loss of principal. For more information, please request a copy of Gradient Investments’ ADV Part 2A. Gradient Investments, LLC is an SEC Registered Investment Advisor.
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